
THE CLASSROOM REVOLUTION BROUGHT BY THE SMART BOARD

As technology has evolved over the years, so have the methods through which today's youth are educated. A device
that is being seen in more and more.

What is preserved, as the earliest writings are those that were carved on stone tablets. This latter point in
particular is important because a lot of the material is too complex and extensive in design and is therefore not
suitable for flexible use. The system is more rewarding than a traditional classroom for innovative schools that
employ innovative teachers. The newer educational technology can be part of a comprehensive system for
lifelong education. The first known 'erasable' tablet used as a teaching aid was when Quintilian got students to
write on hard wax tablets using a blunt stylus made of wood or metal. It is a useful aid to demonstrate difficult
and time consuming experiments; it can extend the learning experience to a large number of students [ 20 ].
Despite a huge altercation in the way knowledge is dispersed and taught to students, we cannot deny that
without the humble beginnings of the common chalkboard there would most unlikely not be a smart board of
today. The Sumerians emerged as one of the earliest urban societies in the world in Southern Mesopotamia
more than years ago. The Rise of the Classroom Blackboard. Hughes IE. Natl J Physiol Pharm Pharmacol ; 1 :
63 - 7. Masters K, Ng'ambi D. Jones AM. Share In , Promethean designed ActivInspire software for the
ActivBoard and PolyVision made eno, the world's first environmentally certified and low cost interactive
whiteboard. The epidiascope is comprised of an episcope and a diascope. Several people took inspiration from
this and created their own versions. The effectiveness of this method of instruction has been documented in
terms of knowledge acquisition and meeting learning objectives [ 39 ]. In view of ongoing compatibility issues
of these devices, newer generations are being produced to combine greater ranges of functions, fidelity and
usability. Selecting visual aids. The disadvantages are that it requires a screen, a slide carousel, projection
equipment, and power and at least partial darkness for viewing. Projected aids have been used since  The
previously favoured chalkboard had the simplicity we are tending to shift away from today, however many
more opportunities have also been gained because of this fact which has both heightened our ability to learn
and made education heavily rely on technological resources rather than just a teacher and chalk.. Computer
aided instruction reduces the expenses in terms of laboratory costs and consumables. Dust formed while
cleaning the board was the only disadvantage which led to the development of chalk-free white boards.
PowerPoint presentation technology and the dynamics of teaching. The CEO claimed it was to save money
and because of competiton in the market. Cell phones, palmtops, and handheld computers; tablets, laptops, and
media players can all be included under mobile learning devices [ 22 ]. The pens used for writing and the
solvents used for cleaning have pungent smell and are expensive. Kukulska-Hulme A, Traxler J. Use of
handheld computers in medical education. Color on the slides makes it more attractive, motion will make it
more dynamic and motion with sound will make it more enticing. Educators can tour the classrooms, get a
hands-on experience with the software and devices and even see the classrooms at work with actual students.
The introduction of blackboard was a new innovation that was well accepted by the teachers and it gained
popularity across the globe. The whole class or group of students can visualize the information provided on
the board. Videos of simulated patients or sometimes even real patients can be used to design Problem Based
Learning case videos which once copied into the device are easily available for the students to revise as and
when they desire [ 42 ].


